Dressing Up Our Bare Windows
We Try Design Services To Find Curtains, Blinds; Forgoing the Froufrou
By Suzanne Barlyn
Our living-room windows have been bare for
the past 10 years. We’re not exhibitionists. We
just have never been able to make up our minds
about what to hang.
But we didn’t want to languish in our state of
indecision any longer. So we sought help from
professional shop-at-home window-treatment
services.
The window-decor industry is subject to
the whims of the national housing market, says
Stuart Hirschhorn, research director for Catalina
Research Inc., a Boca Raton, Fla., market
researcher of home furnishings and construction. Window-decor sales were relatively strong
through 2006, but the industry started feeling
the effects of the plummeting housing market
last year, he says. Mr. Hirschhorn expects sales
for items such as shades, blinds and curtains to
decline by 7% to 8% this year from last.
To test shop-at-home window-treatment
services, we consulted five national companies
for decor ideas about our two large rectangular livingroom windows (measuring about 42
inches wide by 67 inches high). We found that
custom-design advice from the pros is preferable to choosing readymade window treatments
at the mall -- especially for our home’s most
visible room. Custom services, however, are
pricier. A prefabricated cornice we considered,
including the rod, cost about $75 per window,
plus the aggravation of hanging it up -- no small
feat for allthumbs homeowners. The price for
custom services, however, ranged from $265
to $800 per window, including installation. All
of the services sent designers to our house for
a free consultation and to measure, except for
the one online option we tested, Smith+Noble.
(Smith+Noble will send a measurer out for a
fee.)
The services also hit home the importance of
existing furniture and colors to style selection.
Long heavy drapes, for example, weren’t an
option, given the desk, bookshelf and piano that
already cluttered our window area. A couple of
designers also suggested replacing our orien-

tal rug with another whose colors are a better
match for our sofa and furniture.
A consultant from V2K Window Decor &
More, a unit of V2K International Inc., was
prompt and easy to work with. We explained
that froufrou designs were out, given that we
need the room to be a comfortable space for
a man to sit and read. (We also use our living
room as music room and library.) Our V2K consultant suggested woven wood shades -- typically made from reeds, grasses or thin wood strips.
He generated a price quote on a laptop, and also
showed us digital simulations of how the shades
would appear on our windows. His recommendation was smart-looking -- and among the most
economical, at $270 per window.
Our designer from J.C. Penney Co.’s J.C.
Penney Custom Decorating said she had been a
window designer for 10 years, which instilled
our immediate confidence. She was sensitive to our room’s multiple purposes and our
preference for a casual look. She suggested
an upholstered cornice and knew immediately
which fabric books to consult. (Her car’s trunk
was nearly overflowing with fabric samples.)
We settled on a cornice style that was sleek and
rectangular, instead of curvy and scalloped. Her
fabric suggestion -- a brown, black and beige
print -- blended well with our sofa. The price tag
was $265 per window.
A representative from Interiors by Decorating Den, a division of Decorating Den Systems
Inc., promptly responded to our consultation
request. We scheduled an appointment, not
realizing that our children would be home that
day, and our dogs would be barking incessantly
at workmen in our backyard. The chaos was
distracting, but she maintained a professional
demeanor. She asked us about our lifestyle and
uses of our room. We liked her suggestion to
swap our living-room rug with one in our dining
room, which blends better with our sofa.
She also shared a portfolio of fullroom
decorating projects from other homes. We
received an email several days later with a photo

of a proposed window treatment. It was an
elegant swag style -- scallop-shaped gathered
in horizontal rows, but more sophisticated than
a ready-made, with beaded trim. The starting
price of about $400 per window (depending on
fabric), however, was nearly double that of J.C.
Penney’s cornice.
We used the virtual design center of Cornerstone Brands Inc.’s Smith+Noble, an online window treatments retailer in Corona, Calif., to see
how different styles would look in a variety of
fabrics. This helpful tool also let us change wall
and window trim colors. We revisited our saved
creations to give the look some further thought.
Fabric samples, which we ordered online, arrived a week later. The company’s measuring
service cost $59.95, but we waited four days
to hear from the measurer, who wasn’t available for yet another week. The different styles
of window treatments we designed online were
lovely. But the prices, which often approached
$500 per window, including custom-designed
rods, were a strain on our budget.
An Ethan Allen consultant photographed
our room and discussed our concerns about the
furniture that cluttered our windows. We made
an appointment to visit her at the store, where
she gathered a small arrangement of fabrics and
accents that would complete our windows, and
add finishing touches to the room itself. She
suggested rectangular cornices using a plaid
fabric that combined the varying colors of our
sofa, furniture and rug. We also reviewed suggestions for rearranging our furniture. Her ideas
for artwork, lamps and end tables were almost
irresistible, but there wasn’t a hard sell. We
can’t deny that our windows -- and entire room
-- would look better if we implemented her suggestions. The proposed window treatments were
the nicest of any we considered -- especially the
trim made of wooden tacks. But they were also
the most expensive, at about $800 per window.
We’ll hold out, until we fit them into our budget.
After 10 years, why not wait a few more?

